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Abstract:  The use of behavioural insights, prominently nudges, in designing climate 
policies has increased tremendously in the last decade. But mitigating climate change 
calls for more than nudging. Citizens must own their agency to respond to this 
urgency. In this paper, I test the role of reflection in scaling up behavioural climate 
policies. To this aim, I present evidence from an online survey experiment with 3074 
UK respondents to evaluate reflexive policies like nudges and rules, reflective policies 
like thinks and goal implementation plans, and hybrid policies like nudge pluses 
(Banerjee and John, 2021) in promoting intentions for climate-friendly diets. First, I 
find all behavioural climate policies are significantly effective in promoting intentions 
for climate friendly diets. Nonetheless reflection is most effective when it is combined 
with a nudge: nudge pluses offer an additional 0.14 (0.10) standard deviation units 
decrease in intended carbon emissions over standalone nudges (reflection). Second, I 
find flexitarians are more responsive to behavioural climate policies. Third, I do not 
find evidence of negative behavioural spillovers, measured by participants’ charitable 
donations. This experiment is the first randomised, systematic evaluation of reflection 
in behavioural climate policies to scale-up our efforts in mitigating (dietary) emissions.  
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